Sunset Sail – Dinner Cruise
Singapore’s only luxury Sunset Dinner Cruise! The experience starts with an onboard reception in the Grand Salon before
guests are invited to their own private table for dinner on the upper deck. Guests arriving early are welcome to view the
lower decks, cabins and to meet the crew who operate this unique superyacht.
Departing from the private berth at Sentosa, the ship will sail past Sentosa’s white sandy beaches and some of the most
prestigious properties in Singapore before an unparalleled view of Singapore’s cityscape and skyline reveals itself. As the
sun goes down, the ship turns south and slowly manoeuvres through Singapore’s Southern Islands of St John’s and Lazarus
on her way back to her berth at Sentosa.
This cruise is perfect for capturing “Kodak” moments at sunset under a canopy of sail and is an ideal gift for celebrations,
visitors, private meetings or just having a good time!

City Lights – Dinner Cruise
Singapore’s most memorable and romantic dining experience! The experience starts with an onboard reception in the
Grand Salon before guests are invited to their own private table on the upper deck for dinner under the stars.
Departing from the private berth at Sentosa, the ship will sail past Sentosa’s white sandy beaches and some of the most
prestigious properties in Singapore. She'll then continue along Singapore’s southern coastline for an unparalleled view of
Singapore’s stunning City and Marina Bay skyline at night before turning around and heading back to the berth at Sentosa
with fireworks at the Wings of Time en-route! Guests are welcome to stay longer on board for a nightcap and soak up the
unique ambiance if they wish.
This cruise is perfect for couples and small groups who are looking for unique experiences and appreciate an amazing
romantic ambiance under a canopy of sails.

